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About This Game

The much anticipated sequel to the #1 casual game of 2005, LUXOR 2 HD has been re-imagined and sets the new standard for
action-puzzlers with dazzling new HD graphics & 5d3b920ae0
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One of my favorites. Great game to unwind with. There is an element of strategy, and a great dose of hand-eye coordination.
Easy to just shut out everything and zone out in the game.. good game, challeging and fun. they changed the ball designs in
update.. One of my favorites. Great game to unwind with. There is an element of strategy, and a great dose of hand-eye
coordination. Easy to just shut out everything and zone out in the game.. NOTE: Most of my fairly long play time is unrecorded
due to it being offline. This is just as good as the 1st Luxor game, but with improved graphics, cool new power ups (in addition
to the old ones), and cool new effects within the levels themselves.. This game is fanstastic!!!! i like it.. I used to love this game
back in the day. It was fun to play and a good way to waste some time.. Great little time killer!. NOTE: Most of my fairly long
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play time is unrecorded due to it being offline. This is just as good as the 1st Luxor game, but with improved graphics, cool new
power ups (in addition to the old ones), and cool new effects within the levels themselves.. Can you match colored balls of poop
being pushed by a dung beetle before it reaches the hole at the end? Also this takes place in Egypt. There are a half dozen more
Luxor games, I'd recommend a later one if you're looking for this style of game.. Can you match colored balls of poop being
pushed by a dung beetle before it reaches the hole at the end? Also this takes place in Egypt. There are a half dozen more Luxor
games, I'd recommend a later one if you're looking for this style of game.
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